
The Dose of True Liao 
 

Citizen, whether due to your own personal prosperity, 
the favour of the Throne, the support of the Gatekeepers 
or by other means, you have come into possession of a 
dose of True Liao, otherwise called Imperial Liao, the 
most sacred substance known to the Empire. 
 

The dose has been passed to you with this document - 
the bottle, and the holy treasure it contains, are  now 
your property  to do with as your Virtue directs you. 
 

Should you desire to use the dose to receive a Vision, 
said to be of your own Past Life, you must present this 
dose to the Civil Service  one summit in advance . The 
preparation process takes a  full three months , so your 
Vision cannot occur any sooner. 
 

If you choose this experience, you will be required to 
attend the Civil Service Hub at 1:30pm on the Sunday  of 
the summit at which you present the True Liao, in order 
for the Civil Service to conduct an interview to ensure 
you understand the importance and implications of this 
undertaking. 
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